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“There can be no equal justice where the kind of trial a man gets depends on the amount of money he has,” U.S. Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black, 1956.¹

Equal justice under law is not merely a caption on the facade of the Supreme Court building, it is perhaps the most inspiring ideal of our society. It is one of the ends for which our entire legal system exists. It is fundamental that justice should be the same, in substance and availability, without regard to economic status.

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell, Jr., 1976.²

INTRODUCTION

Gloria is a divorced single woman in her early sixties. She is facing retirement with a depleted savings account due to several health issues and is now the temporary primary caregiver of her twin five-year-old grandchildren. Her son has left for work out west and her daughter-in-law has just been jailed for non-payment of traffic tickets.³ Gloria wants to apply for permanent custody of her grandchildren, but cannot access the online forms. The twins are experiencing learning delays and one of the twins has been having trouble sleeping. Gloria has taken advantage of her state bar association’s “Dial a Lawyer” program, but needs more than a short conversation with an attorney on the phone. She wants to hire an attorney but there are no working attorneys in her rural area of the state. She is an hourly employee at the local bank and cannot afford to take time off from work to drive fifty plus miles to the nearest attorney. She needs help to solve her legal problems within her community.⁴

Delivery of civil legal assistance to those who cannot afford it on the private market is not a simple problem for states to solve. Personal

⁴. This fictional vignette is meant to represent a typical person in crisis and faced with unfamiliar circumstances requiring legal information, advice, and support. Unless Gloria qualifies for legal aid or pro bono assistance she must navigate the court system largely on her own.
and state budgets are falling while the need for legal access is rising. Income Guidelines published by the Legal Services Corporation instruct that client income eligibility standards must be 125% of the current poverty level. This roughly equals a yearly income of $30,750 for a family of four.

Daily expenses such as rent, groceries, child care, and transportation consume a large portion of a family’s income. The cost of missing work to see an attorney would throw a budget into a tailspin, especially when considering the actual cost of the attorney’s services. "Official poverty thresholds such as the federal poverty line and Supplemental Poverty Measure are incomplete indicators of what it takes for families to live free of economic hardship." The Economic Policy Institutes’ Family Budget Calculator provides a framework with which to measure the income families need to attain a secure, yet modest living standard. The institute estimates community-specific costs for housing, food, child care, transportation, health care, other necessities, and taxes for a variety of family sizes. I used this tool to measure the monthly and annual income needed to fund the necessities of a family of four in Concord, New Hampshire. The monthly budget needed for a family of four to cover these costs is $5,661 and an annual income of $67,932. "New Hampshire workers earned, on average, $24.03 per hour in June 2016, according to the latest Occupational Employment Statistics estimates." This amounts to an annual income of $37,136; a

13. Id.
15. Family Budget Calculator, supra note 12.
substantial difference from what is needed to support a family of four in New Hampshire, but exceeds the price cap of $30,375 for free legal assistance.  

From 2007 to 2009, the United States experienced the most severe economic downturn since the Great Depression. Employment fell by 6.3% and it was estimated that “11 million jobs were needed to restore the unemployment rate to pre-recession levels. Today, that number stands at an improved, but still staggering, [seven] million jobs needed, according to estimates by both the Economic Policy Institute and the Brookings Institution.” While some gains have occurred in job recovery, the economy is still slow to recover from “The Great Recession.” The U.S. Census reports that in 2013, there were 45.3 million people in poverty. For the third consecutive year, the number of people in poverty at the national level was not statistically different from the previous year’s estimate. The newly poor’s changed circumstances are most certainly caused by financial instability due to unemployment, underemployment, and reductions in savings and income as referenced by the reduction in employment numbers from 2008 to 2013. Many Americans are struggling to meet their basic needs, but they are facing another problem that exacerbates their situation:

As breadwinners lose their jobs, families are being thrown into poverty at an alarming rate. In 2008, 53.8 million Americans qualified for LSC-funded legal assistance, up from 49.7 million just two years before. The number of people falling below 125% of the federal poverty line can only be expected to increase further, as unemployment has risen since 2008.

The later months of the Great Recession, and the years following it, saw increased budget cuts to legal services on both national and

---

17. See Income Level for Individuals Eligible for Assistance, supra note 8.
19. Id.
21. Id.
22. Id.
states levels. In addition, Interest on Lawyers Trust Accounts (IOLTA), a traditional funding mechanism for legal services organizations, is not seeing the income that they once enjoyed since interest rates have dropped. Legal aid organizations cannot keep up with the demand for their services. It has been estimated that there are millions of Americans who lack crucial legal services. The statistics have been captured in the World Justice Project’s Rule of Law Index and various other studies. The index has ranked “the United States at 65th for the accessibility and affordability of its civil justice[,] . . . tied with Botswana, Pakistan and Uzbekistan, not far behind Moldavia and Nigeria.”

In this article, I will first look at how various state Access to Justice Commissions in the United States are addressing self-represented litigants’ ability to access and navigate the civil court system. I review various projects that attempt to make legal forms and processes more understandable to the public. I also discuss the role of law librarians, and how they bring a working understanding of the problems and missteps that self-represented litigants face first-hand. I argue for better inclusion of these information professionals in state commissions and in various outreach programs to improve the quality of the legal


27. Id. (stating that “[A]lthough the United States has one of the best justice systems in the world, millions of Americans cannot access this system because they cannot afford to do so.”).

28. Rule of Law Index, WORLD JUST. PROJECT (2015), https://worldjusticeproject.org/sites/default/files/documents/roli_2015_0.pdf (This document provides original, impartial information on how the rule of law is experienced in 102 countries).


information provided to the public for better outcomes both in and outside of a courtroom.

Next, I will review some innovative models of providing access to justice in different jurisdictions that may meet one or more of the needs found in under-served populations. I will also discuss how a radical collaboration of diverse professionals can ride circuit to provide both preventive and just in time legal and social services to people in need.

I. ACCESS TO JUSTICE AS A HUMAN RIGHT

The United Nations has recognized Access to Justice as a fundamental right [that is] in itself essential for the protection and promotion of all other civil, cultural, economic, political and social rights. Without effective and affordable access to justice, persons living in poverty are denied the opportunity to claim their rights or challenge crimes, abuses or human rights violations committed against them.\textsuperscript{31}

Effective and affordable access to justice is essential to the rule of law and crucial to the success, security, and development of nascent governments.\textsuperscript{32} The United States falls behind other countries’ efforts in providing equal access to justice in civil disputes.\textsuperscript{33} “For decades, bar studies have consistently estimated that more than four-fifths of the individual legal needs of the poor and a majority of the needs of middle-income Americans remain unmet.”\textsuperscript{34} A citizen’s failure to learn about the law stems from systematic physical barriers, such as lack of affordable public transportation, that prevent access to employment, school, and medical care.\textsuperscript{35} While more education in civics or government workings will help current students, we must educate the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{33} See Amato, \textit{supra} note 30.
\item \textsuperscript{34} Deborah L. Rhode, \textit{Access to Justice: An Agenda for Legal Education and Research}, 62 J. LEGAL EDUc. 531, 531 (2013).
\item \textsuperscript{35} \textit{Madeleine Criden, Nat’l Ass’n for State Cmt’y. Servs. Programs, The Stranded Poor: Recognizing the Importance of Public Transportation for Low Income Households} 2 (2008), http://www.nascsp.org/data/files/cshg_publications/issue_briefs/issuebrief-benefitsofruralpublictransportation.pdf. The majority of those living in poverty are in rural areas or in inner cities. Driving a car is crucial to keeping a job in rural areas, as public transportation is limited and often non-existent which limits people’s options. \textit{Id.}
general public differently for them to successfully navigate complex legal processes and procedures.36

A. Civil Right to Counsel – A Civil Gideon

Access to Justice is a multi-faceted concept which affects many groups and which often includes pro se litigants, or self-represented litigants, requiring competent assistance in navigating the complex pathways of statutes, cases, and regulations and how they work within the criminal and civil court systems. Gideon v. Wainwright held that the states have a responsibility under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution to provide legal counsel to represent criminal defendants who cannot pay an attorney.37 In administrative proceedings, and state and federal civil courts, there is no requirement for an attorney to be provided to litigants who cannot pay.38 Since the late 1990s there has been a cry for a civil right to counsel called “Civil Gideon.”39 Without the right to free legal counsel in the civil courts, indigent litigants must navigate the legal system without legal representation even in cases where basic human needs are at stake.40 Civil Gideon is often heralded as the solution because it ensures that all citizens, despite the weight of their pocketbooks, can obtain a fair and equitable way to solve their legal problems. The 2011 Supreme Court decision in Turner v. Rogers crushed the hope for Civil Gideon.41 The court held that “the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause does not automatically require the State to provide counsel at civil contempt proceedings to an indigent non-custodial parent who is subject to a child support order, even if that individual faces incarceration.”42

B. Barriers to Access to Justice

There are many barriers to people who find themselves embroiled in the civil legal system. One barrier involves geographical

39. Id.
40. Ryan ET AL., supra note 2.
42. Id. at 432.
location. There are studies investigating why there are too many law school graduates for the number of open legal positions in big firms but there are not enough lawyers in small towns and rural areas.\textsuperscript{43} Additionally, public interest lawyers are too few in urban areas because of cuts to legal services and other non-profit legal service agencies. One consideration as to why there is a dearth of attorneys in under-served areas is that lawyers cannot make a living that will allow them to pay their educational debts, form a practice, and pay for insurance and office space.\textsuperscript{44} In recent years, law schools and state bar associations have helped to make starting a practice in under-served areas easier with residencies and incubators.\textsuperscript{45} Law School Practice Incubators are one way for law schools to connect their recent graduates with under-served areas.\textsuperscript{46} Urban law schools provide recent alumni with office space, group support and mentors to help these newly founded firms succeed and provide representation to clients of modest means.\textsuperscript{47} These innovative ways marry the need to provide real-world training and support for new alumni with helping those in need, but it is too early to predict their impact.

The once common site of a main street attorney is now a rarity in more rural areas or small towns. Often clients need to travel a significant distance to consult with an attorney. As a result, there is no community attorney to guide or advise community members. The relationship between citizens and lawyers falters due to a lack of familiarity and the public’s perception that lawyers are inaccessible, expensive, and untrustworthy.\textsuperscript{48} Revitalizing the main street lawyer may repair these relationships. By encouraging new lawyers to set up practice in smaller towns more people can redefine their perception of

\textsuperscript{44} \textit{Id.} at 381-82.
\textsuperscript{45} \textit{See generally Lawyer Incubator Profiles, AM. BAR ASS’N, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/delivery_legal_services/initiatives_awards/program_main/program_profiles.html} (last visited Apr. 28, 2016).
\textsuperscript{47} \textit{See Id.}
the value of attorneys and more attorneys can be geographically situated to provide much needed legal representation.49

Most lawyers work in heavy populated areas where there are more clients who can pay for services. Metropolitan areas provide more opportunities to build a client base where as rural areas do not have large businesses and industries. Rural areas are seeing legal services shrink due to state and federal budget cuts.50 The dearth of attorneys in rural areas means that pro bono services are increasingly relied upon to provide legal representation but pro bono agencies struggle to recruit volunteers to travel to clients in rural areas.51 Bar associations and Access to Justice Commissions are incentivizing young attorneys to practice in rural areas by partnering with law school clinics.52

Legal services organizations are funded with a patchwork of federal grants and private philanthropic funds. This funding comes with strings in the form of income ceilings and subject area limitations.53 "LSC is a grant-making organization, distributing more than [ninety percent] of its federal appropriation to eligible nonprofits delivering civil legal aid."54 Legal Services Corporation has statutorily based restrictions on those organizations for which it provides grants. Organizations receiving Legal Services Corporation funds are prevented from providing representation to prisoners or undocumented immigrants.55 These organizations are also prohibited from using those funds on projects involving school desegregation, labor boycotts, abortion, political redistricting, military service, welfare reform, undocumented aliens, prisoners, and public housing tenants facing eviction because of alleged drug activity, or bringing class actions or seek attorneys’ fees otherwise provide for by statute.56 These restric-


51. See Brian L. Lynch, Access to Legal Services in Rural Areas of the Northern Rockies: A Recommendation for Town Legal Centers, 90 IND. L.J. 1683 (2015).

52. Runge, supra note 50.


56. Id. at 105.
tions force legal aid providers to make difficult choices on what cases they can take because the purse string-holders often are powerful controllers. In addition, an income ceiling calculation also restricts access to those most in need. In some instances, this ceiling is set too low and closes the door on many working poor and those with modest means. When faced with paying rent, putting food on the table, paying for medical expenses, or hiring an attorney, most people decide that an attorney’s services are not essential and either represent themselves or choose to ignore the situation rather than pursuing a legal remedy.

C. The Rise of the Self-Represented Litigant

There has been an influx of self-represented litigants in federal and state courts throughout the country.57 This is not just limited to states with large urban populations, but occurs in urban, suburban and rural areas.58 Self-represented litigants in the civil system can be tenants fighting an eviction, a spouse seeking a restraining order or seeking custody of a minor child, a prisoner who is filing for divorce, or any other number of legal issues. Because of a lack of uniform definitions among the 50 states, there has been a lack of solid numbers for self-represented litigants nationwide. The Court Statistics Project, a project of the National Center for State Courts, has in 2013, developed counting rules and definitions for states when gathering uniform statistics on self-represented litigants.59 Several states have reported an increase in self-represented litigants and while they span demographic lines, often they are financially insecure and struggling with additional insecurities of housing, food, income, and family.60 With these insecurities there is a greater need for Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits, help with foreclosure and eviction prevention, and additional reliance on other social welfare programs and unemployment benefits.61

58. Id.
60. Id. at 3.
61. See generally Johnathan Lippman, New York’s Template to Address the Crisis in Civil Legal Services, 7 Harv. L. & Pol’y Rev. 13 (2012).
There is at least one self-represented litigant appearing in eighty-five percent of New Hampshire district court civil cases and forty-eight percent appearing in superior court civil cases.62 There is a demand in New Hampshire for legal assistance and support but legal aid programs can only help a small percentage of residents. “Of the 250,590 people eligible for legal aid in New Hampshire, a very conservative estimate puts 59.5% as having legal needs. By this estimate, in 2010 there were 149,101 legal aid eligible New Hampshire residents with legal needs, yet existing legal services were able to address only 8,403 cases.”63 “From 2005 to 2010, [New Hampshire Legal Assistance] saw a [forty-three] percent increase in the total number of cases they had to turn away due to lack of resources from 317 cases in 2005, to 453 cases in 2010.”64


64. Id. at 36.
Figure 1: Estimated Legal Needs (Author Calculation)
"Calculation based on the following sources: (1) "Eligible for Legal Services" is calculated based on the population at or below 200 percent of the Federal Poverty Line (2010 U.S. Census); (2) "Estimated Population with Legal Needs" based on 59.5% of that population having at least one legal need based on averaging findings from 14 legal needs studies; (3) "Cases Addressed by NH Legal Services in 2010" is the combined total of all cases addressed by NH Pro Bono, LARC, and NHLA in 2010.

Figure 1: Estimated Legal Needs – from NH Legal Needs study – page 7.

"Between 2000 and 2011 New Hampshire Legal Assistance turned away at least 2,363 cases due to lack of resources." This is largely due to reductions in state and federal fiscal support for legal aid. There has been much literature about the death of lawyers due to the off-shoring of legal services but there is clearly a need for legal services in the United States, particularly in rural and remote areas. There are many factors contributing to these barriers for women, persons with disabilities, recent immigrants, rural residents, seniors, and people with mental illness. Some of these barriers include: lack of capacity in legal aid organizations to satisfy the demand for legal ser-

65. Laplante et al., supra note 63, at 7.
66. Id. at 36.
67. Id.
vices, lack of affordable legal services for those of modest means, lack
of reliable transportation, failure to recognize that a legal remedy ex-
ists due to ignorance of the legal system and legal rights, a distrust of
lawyers and the legal system, and fear of the repercussions of address-
ing the problem.\footnote{70} Many self-represented litigants have trouble
accessing available services because they do not qualify financially,
their problem does not fit in a funded program, or legal services cannot
take their case due to conflict or other issues.\footnote{71} This requires them to
represent themselves in court. In simple cases, this may not be a hard-
ship but when things get complex or messy they must struggle with an
unfamiliar and often confusing system despite being out of their depth
with their basic human needs at risk. They risk losing social security
benefits, custody of a child, employment, housing, or transportation.\footnote{72}

Many state courts are seeking to improve legal assistance for
self-represented litigants. Courts are becoming overwhelmed by inex-
perienced and unschooled self-represented litigants and, in turn, the
self-represented are overwhelmed by the court process, rules, time and
energy required to learn the law and advocate for themselves. "No po-
litically sober judge, however, anguished by injustice unfolding before
her eyes, could welcome the battles involved in trying to establish some
broadly enforceable right to counsel."\footnote{73} Given legislatures’ repeated re-

fusal to fund legal assistance at anything close to realistic levels,
courts are understandably wary about stepping into the breach.\footnote{74}
The legal community is seeking solutions using a variety of measures in-
cluding state Access to Justice Commissions.

\section*{II. Access to Justice Commissions}

Over the last decade, there has been an increased push to en-
sure court systems are more accessible to the public. According to the
ABA, the first Access to Justice Commission was launched in 1994 in

\begin{itemize}
  \item \footnote{70}{Laplante et al., supra note 63, at 10-14.}
  \item \footnote{71}{Alan W. Houseman, Restrictions by Funders and the Ethical Practice of Law, 67
  Fordham L. Rev. 2187, 2189-90 (1999) (details as to Legal Services Corporation restric-
  tions). See also Rebekah Diller & Emily Savner, Brennan Ctr. for Justice, A Call to
  End Federal Restrictions on Legal Aid for the Poor 5 (2009), http://www.brennancen-
  ter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/Justice/LSCRestrictionsWhitePaper.pdf.}
  \item \footnote{72}{Helaine M. Barnett et al., Legal Servs. Corp., Documenting the Justice Gap
  in America 7 (2005), http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/media/issues/
civiljustice/civiljustice_lsreport.authcheckdam.pdf.}
  \item \footnote{73}{Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., After Legal Aid is Abolished, 2 J. Inst. Study Legal Eth-
  ics 375, 380 (1999).}
  \item \footnote{74}{See id.}
\end{itemize}
By the year 2000, there were three state Commissions and in 2014, that number grew more than ten-fold to thirty-eight Commissions. Access to Justice Commissions develop and implement solutions toward ensuring that people of limited means have meaningful access to civil justice. Commissions promote pro bono, increased legal aid funding, and resources for self-represented litigants, among other initiatives.

Often, the primary focus of Access to Justice Commissions is to improve access to justice for the impoverished currently embroiled in the court system. While many residents are living in poverty, there are other self-represented litigants who are of modest means that do not qualify for services due to the following reasons: income, immigration status, lack of knowledge of the services offered or are unable to access them due to lack of transportation. Others groups also face barriers to legal services such as: returning veterans, homeless populations, those with mental illness or addiction, those reentering the community after incarceration, and the disabled.

Access to justice efforts must address the lack of civil legal assistance to a diverse segment of the population who are presently embroiled in the court system and eligible for aid. It also must devise means of providing adequate aid to those outside the ability of legal aid to help. Those who are looking to represent themselves find themselves facing problems ranging from being preyed upon by unethical lenders, unfeeling landlords, facing domestic violence, being denied veteran's benefits, or are saving money by representing themselves. Often times when they get to court, the other side is represented, and the scales of power are unequal. Those in the legal community are seeking ways to provide a more equal footing for all litigants. In some instances, this means active representation, but the numbers are too great to provide free legal service to all in need. A proactive approach will prevent a simple problem from growing out of control and reaching the courthouse.


78. Id.
The most effective way to help all citizens is to provide education on the rule of law as a societal standard so that any misstep of the law due to misinformation does not cause unnecessary entanglement and that those who find themselves in the court systems can find representation, either wholly or in a limited capacity, or may be able to get support in navigating through the court systems. Recently, the idea of training and regulating non-lawyers to bridge the justice gap in certain practice areas to provide legal information and guidance in discrete areas and, in some instances representing clients, has been gaining traction. Arguments are forming to loosen the stranglehold on non-lawyers engaging in full legal consultation, providing advice and, in some cases, representing clients. New York’s Legal Navigators provide an excellent test case from which other states can learn and develop best practices for their own states.

There is more to self-represented litigants than the case they are presenting before a judge. We must view self-represented litigants as individuals rather than as docket numbers. We need to untangle the web of circumstances and decisions that lead them to the courthouse to be able to target the root cause of the influx of self-represented litigants. Our current system of dealing with litigants as they seek help is overwhelming our legal aid organizations. While civil legal aid lawyers and staff can provide some support to self-represented litigants, they are hampered by drastically reduced budgets, limited staff, financial ceilings and practice area limitations, especially if they receive federal money or have other restricted funds.


81. New Hampshire legal aid organizations include four main programs: Lawyer Advice and Referral Center (LARC), Disability Rights Center, NH Legal Aid (NHLA), Pro Bono Program of the New Hampshire Bar Association (civil cases), DOVE Project. Free Legal Services, N.H. B. Ass’n, https://www.nhbar.org/for-the-public/free-legal-services.asp (last visited Oct. 6, 2017).

82. *Id.; The Unmet Need for Legal Aid*, LEGAL SERVS. CORP. http://www.LSC.gov/what-legal-aid/unmet-need-legal-aid (LAST VISITED Oct. 6, 2017) (“[Fifty percent] of all those who
those who need it will require more "boots on the ground" at an earlier stage where educational programs, legal services, and other social services can reach families and individuals before there is a crisis. Adapting our service model to provide proactive services, leveraging our resources, and treating individuals holistically can provide a better result and be more fiscally responsible.

III. EXISTING STATE ACCESS TO JUSTICE COMMISSION PROGRAMS

Because there is no requirement in the U.S. Constitution for providing legal assistance for civil matters, there is no systematic federal solution for this access to justice gap. What has resulted is a patchwork of solutions to help self-represented litigants through the justice system. Over the past decade, the American Bar Association and various states have been eager to study and address the justice gap by forming commissions, committees, or ad hoc groups to study, address, and work with the legal community to "expand access to civil justice at all levels for low-income and disadvantaged people in the state (or equivalent jurisdiction) by assessing their civil legal needs, developing strategies to meet them, and evaluating progress. Its charge may also include expanding access for moderate-income people." Many Access to Justice Commissions fall under the umbrella of the state's highest court and include leaders from the state's bar and other partners in the legal arena. The mission is to identify and overcome barriers to civil justice such as the inability to afford counsel as well as other language, cultural, age, or disability barriers. They study how current court-based programs are working and seek to develop other ways to level the legal playing field in the courtroom.
The ABA has collected a great deal of information on the state Access to Justice Commissions and some of the projects that they are undertaking. The following is a discussion of common projects Access to Justice Commissions prioritizes to improve court communications and support of self-represented litigants.

A. Providing Clear Legal Forms and Guides

Courts inundated by the influx of self-represented litigants are trying to make their services more user-friendly by using technology more effectively, simplifying work flows, and rewriting printed forms to eliminate jargon to be able to be understood by the general public. Maryland has been a leader in revising forms to be more understandable to self-represented litigants and, in 2012, has published a wonderful guide entitled “Writing for Self-Represented Litigants: a Guide for Maryland’s Courts and Civil Legal Providers.” It provides guidance, criteria, tips, and best practices for court personnel and others who are trying to convert existing forms to more readable and approachable forms for self-represented litigants. “Writing for Self-Represented Litigants” provides best practices to reduce legalese and advocates that forms be written in simple language understandable by persons with a third-grade education.

Other states have embraced other ways of reaching the public including an increasingly wired public by producing interactive, self-guided forms that are built on a flowchart and respond to the answers given by the litigant. Michigan and several other states provide their forms along with document assembly software, similar to Turbo Tax, which leads the user through a set of questions and collects the information within the software program and reassembles it in the appropriate places on the correct set of forms. Some states are moving beyond “pdf” forms to using interactive, self-guided forms and

86. Id.
89. Id. at 22.
guided interview software to help self-represented litigants. LawHelp Interactive, a guided interview software program with forms, was created by nonprofits; it is free to use, but there are other commercial software programs, such as TurboCourt, that require a user fee. The courts that implement guided interview software packages with forms may initially choose a relatively straightforward legal area such as: uncontested divorce without issues of custody, guardianship, small claims, or statute of limitations. In a non-contested divorce, a well-crafted, simply written form can provide the necessary information. In other, more complex areas of the law, a simple form or guided interview may not provide enough assistance. Some states are looking toward video technology for a solution and others are looking to enhance technology with some in person assistance.

B. Personal Intervention – Court Based Self-Help Centers

Expert guidance can often make a world of difference to self-represented litigants and can increasingly be found in self-help centers. There are two main types of self-help centers: court based self-help centers/court service centers, and law library based self-help centers. They both introduce the assistance of a trained person to assist the self-represented litigant but, depending on their qualifications, are limited to providing legal information, not legal advice.

A court based self-help center, or a court service center, functions as a neutral place in or near the courthouse where unrepresented litigants can obtain free information about court procedures and the law from court staff. Through one-on-one consultations, referrals to lawyers, document preparation assistance, and other services, these centers can dramatically improve the court experience of self-repre-


91. Frequently Asked Questions, TurboCourt, https://turbo-court.com/support.jsp# (last visited Feb. 13, 2017). The fee for this service is six dollars. Id.


presented litigants.94 “There are tens of thousands of courts throughout the United States [however], the American Bar Association identified only 500 help centers in the country.”95 Court service centers have been formed in several states (Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut are just a few examples) and have recently been started in a federal court to support those without an attorney.96 The mission of these centers is to provide direct access to legal support for self-represented litigants with court forms and instruction on court process and procedures without legalese. The centers are often located in state courthouses within easy access of the public. They provide workspaces, computers with internet and word processing software, printers, and phones. They may have an interpreter on call, rely on telephonic translation services, and/or may have bilingual staff. The centers are staffed with people ready and willing to help. In some states, the staff of these centers is composed of court staff; they are not necessarily legally trained but have excellent customer service skills and get substantial training from the centers’ managers on legal process and procedure.97 In other states, the managers are full-time staff while volunteer law students and lawyers staff the service desks. These volunteers are heavily supervised and instructed against giving legal advice.98 In New York, “[a]s of 2015, there [were] twenty-six help centers in the New York state courts and an additional sixty-two public access law libraries.”99 “In 2014, not including New York City Family Courts, the help centers assisted over 135,000 unrepresented litigants throughout New York.”100 Each help center provides a safe place for self-represented litigants to find accessible legal and procedural information.101
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C. Law Library Based Self-help Centers

Law Libraries have long been the hub for lawyers, judges, clerks, and the public seeking legal information. Librarians are natural providers of self-help services and libraries are the logical place for a self-help center. Several states have partnered with their public law library to leverage their skills and create law library based self-help centers.102

Programs Provided or Hosted by Law Libraries to Self-Represented Litigants in the Law Library

Which of these programs does your library offer within the library to self-represented litigants?

- Library supports legal clinics administered by another organization: 80%
- Library provides legal clinics, often limited to specific topics: 33%
- Lawyers in libraries (attorneys who provide one-on-one assistance): 20%
- Legal advice clinics (a program of multiple lawyers providing advice): 17%
- Mediation program (staffed by trained mediators): 5%

Source: Survey of Law Library Programs for Self-Represented Litigants, including Self-Help Centers, conducted by the Law Librarians' Working Group of the Self-Represented Litigation Network.

Figure 2 – Information from the Survey of Law Library Programs for Self-Represented Litigants103


Law library based self-help centers provide access to computers, printers, scanners, telephones, and workspace. Trained volunteers triage a self-represented litigant’s question, answer procedural questions, and provide basic document review while law librarians can provide research assistance and answer complex questions. In some states, public law libraries have hired their own attorney to provide additional assistance to self-represented litigants within the library. These states have found a budget-friendly way to expand public access to legal information by harnessing their existing public law library infrastructure and expertise.

Budget reductions and outdated perception of law libraries as warehouses for unused print are causing some states to defund or dismantle their law libraries. This shortsighted action disregards the services of law librarians and robs the populace of valuable resources. Public law librarians serve as a bridge between the lawyer and the public, and for decades, they have been providing income-blind, one-on-one services to all members of the public. They provide access and instruction in legal information as well as publish guides, provide technology, and act as a resource to the workings of the court in that jurisdiction. States without an existing public law library infrastructure are using court-based self-help centers to provide public access to legal information. States with a healthy network of publicly accessible law libraries, in or near county courthouses, should leverage their physical and human resources to create a self-help center within their walls. Partnering with the library ensures that trained staff can help with forms, educate on court processes, and instruct on legal research both in print and online. Law librarians write topical guides and create web sites and portals to legal resources. Investing in new infrastructure and creating another department is inefficient and wasteful. States should re-evaluate their law libraries and view them as partners in creating court self-help service centers or other services to help the public. Partnerships between law librarians, court staff and local volunteer attorneys can and have flourished to provide the optimal ser-
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vice center for the public.\textsuperscript{108} Law Library based self-help service centers provide a neutral place for the public to learn about court processes and procedures, get assistance with court forms, but can also provide expert research assistance for complex legal topics and secondary and primary legal materials.

\textbf{D. Lawyers in The Library}

One way to develop the relationship between the lawyer and her community is to provide more opportunities for interaction within the community. Public libraries are becoming today's community centers with events and programs for all ages. In addition, they serve a diverse population including families with children, young adults, the elderly, the small business owner and others. Public libraries see a microcosm of the community coming through their doors. As a result, public libraries are the perfect partner for introducing or reintroducing a community to the legal system in a non-threatening, non-aggressive, and welcoming manner. There are many states that have started this partnership, including one organized by Maine Justice Action Group, Collaboration on Innovation, Technology and Equal Access to Justice,\textsuperscript{109} Lawyers in Libraries provide Mainers with access to legal workshops on Law Day each year.\textsuperscript{110} Maine lawyers are "guest speakers" in a public library on topics of interest with a Question and Answer period following the talk.\textsuperscript{111} This educational programing provides the audience an opportunity to learn more about a particular area of the law that affects them or someone that they know and will provide an opportunity for question and answers following the presentation. In addition, selected presentations are videotaped and uploaded to online for later viewing.\textsuperscript{112} While this program has been met with success in the community, expansion beyond an annual event has been recommended to serve more people and encourage participation.\textsuperscript{113}
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Maine's Lawyers in the Libraries program provides a model to engage with the public and educate them on the complexities of the legal system. It provides opportunities for lawyers to educate their communities about "hot button" legal issues and allows them to connect with their communities, thus demonstrating their value to individuals and the community at large. California, Maryland, and Nevada are starting their own Lawyers in the Library Programs. These states are developing best practices and creating lasting relationships with public librarians who are available to the public after the lawyers have gone home.

Expanding this annual program to a more regular event would require a very strong partnership with dedicated volunteers and a coordinator to help schedule the times and events, and to ensure commitments were kept. Requirements for program expansion and regularization seemed to center around a coordinator to foster close working relationships between lawyers and public librarians for legal information programming. The coordinator could provide attendees with information on attorney referral services, describe unbundled services or flat fees or explain bar sponsored or legal aid services. The coordinator would train public librarians on state based legal services, basic legal research and advise on developing local legal collections to support their patrons' legal inquiries. He or she would also work with pro bono coordinators to foster a robust attorney volunteer program to reach a wide expanse of citizens. State ethics rules would need to support this type of program and would need to be communicated to the participating attorneys to gain acceptance. Incentives such as CLE credit or a competition by area firms on number of hours donated to pro bono by the firm were used to fuel attorney participation and law firm librarians were also tapped as valuable participants. These one-time events are the first steps of a multifaceted plan to increase the public's access to attorneys. More opportunities for relationship building are needed to foster favorable working relationship between attorneys and a community to gain their trust.
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Non-lawyers in courts and Library self-help centers are restricted to only providing legal information to the public, not legal advice. Some states are incorporating non-lawyers into their Access to Justice solutions by and regulating and licensing non-lawyers to provide legal services at more affordable rates avoiding ethical barriers.

IV. LAW LIBRARIANS AS ALLIES AND PART OF A HOLISTIC SOLUTION

An essential element in the quest to level the legal playing field is to provide equal access to legal information such as cases, statutes, regulations and court rules as well as an understanding of legal rights and how the legal system works.\textsuperscript{120} Law librarians in both public and academic law libraries have been providing access to the law to all comers for decades. The carefully curated collections of these libraries, both in print and electronic formats, provide information vital to those with a legal problem in any subject area. Law librarians can, and do, use these collections and their legal reference experience to guide and educate all of their patrons in the law; from experienced litigators to the resident who has a question about easements. Librarians are the ones who often guide the bewildered and overwhelmed members of the public through the often complex alleyways of the American legal system.

Access to legal information supports the ideal of the informed citizen, a cornerstone of the democratic vision. Access is more than being presented with a URL to click on or a book to open. Workable access is, not only having the information available, but knowing how the process works and how the different types of documents work together. A librarian is the guide that can identify the information needed, recognize what is missing and can help determine the best strategy to ensure citizens have the most current, authentic and accurate information possible. Librarians are the secret weapon in providing access to justice. Equal access to information is in several of their professional association's code of ethics including the American Library Association\textsuperscript{121} and the American Association of Law Librarians.\textsuperscript{122} Many states collaborate with librarians to harness their talents and their libraries' infrastructure. Other states have ignored the law
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libraries' importance in helping self-represented litigants and have shuttered libraries or removed the librarian from the law library. By doing so, they are depriving lawyers and government employees from receiving much needed tools and support, but more importantly, are limiting public access to crucial legal information. Finding and understanding legal information is often difficult for a layperson, and they need an experienced law librarian to help "navigate the complicated terrain of such government documents." Law librarians should be looked to as crucial partners in providing outreach to communities by working collaboratively to treat the client and perhaps the whole community.

The chilling effect of the current rules on unauthorized practice of law serves as a barrier to more librarian involvement. The specter of practicing law without a license has intimidated many public librarians and law librarians from working through legal questions with self-represented litigants. Working with self-represented litigants can be akin to walking a proverbial tight rope between providing legal information and giving legal advice. With care and training, this tight rope can be navigated so as not to fall into the murky area of unauthorized practice of law. The unauthorized practice of law is enforced to prevent unscrupulous individuals from misrepresenting clients. The rules currently in force can also be seen as an unfair barrier to less expensive means of providing legal information and provide an unfair monopoly to attorneys. There has been no litigation accusing a librarian of overstepping the boundary between legal information and legal advice, but there is a perception that legal questions are dangerous
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and should be avoided so as not to cross the invisible line into legal advice as the personal consequences are too great.130

V. METHODS OF IMPROVING ACCESS TO JUSTICE

Many states have tried to improve court accessibility by revisiting and updating workflows; simplifying forms and informational brochures; adopting targeted representation or unbundled representation by licensed attorneys; starting court service centers or using technology to better support self-represented litigants.131

Technology can be a valuable tool and is being harnessed to provide better support systems for self-represented litigants.132 While technology can be used to ease the path of self-represented litigants in court, it cannot be a panacea for all situations. YouTube videos, automated forms, mobile apps, and Skype meetings can provide greater public access to legal services. However, there are many segments of the under-served population for which technological tools make legal information less approachable.133 Approaches that do not rely on technology alone may yield greater fruit for those needing legal services, legal services providers and for the courts.134 One of these approaches includes a team of professionals offering and promoting a legal wellness program that includes training on these technological programs.

Often, the best way to solve any problem is to try to prevent the problem in the first place. We need to look at ways to provide information and support for people to understand the law and their rights to avoid litigation or other contact with the courts.
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Using non-lawyers to assist self-represented litigants has been discussed as a way to make larger steps toward fulfilling the need for Civil Gideon. Pressure against this idea has come from bar associations and the ABA arguing that non-lawyers would be less than effective, take work from new attorneys, defraud the public and make a two-class legal system. Another argument against non-lawyers representing client interests is that it would violate the existing unauthorized practice of law or UPL. The UPL\textsuperscript{135} has been adopted in various forms in all fifty states and the District of Columbia.\textsuperscript{136} “Whatever the definition of UPL, however, the states almost universally limit the practice of law to those who have been licensed by the government and admitted to the state’s bar association after meeting certain requirements of education, examination, and moral character.”\textsuperscript{137} Licensure is a practical way for bar associations to ensure their members are competent in the law of that state. However, this licensure and the “states’ proscription of UPL has created a ‘lawyer monopoly’ over a great deal of activity outside of the courts.”\textsuperscript{138} The repercussions to non-lawyers violating the UPL has sent a chilling effect toward innovations involving non-lawyers. Some states are regulating non-lawyers to provide basic legal services at an affordable price and avoiding the dangers of UPL.

Washington State has side-stepped the dangers of UPL by providing licensure to different kinds of legal professionals. Washington State adopted a new rule\textsuperscript{139} in 2012 which has established a type of paralegal practitioners called Limited License Legal Technicians;\textsuperscript{140} this is a special category of legal professional that works exclusively with a very specific area of law, often within a regulatory scheme. These new practitioners are licensed by the state of Washington after
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receiving specialized training in specified areas of law. The first specialized area authorized for Limited License Legal Technicians practice is family law. "While they cannot represent clients in court, Legal Technicians are able to consult, provide advice, complete and file necessary court documents, help with court scheduling and support a client in navigating the often confusing maze of the legal system." The application and licensure requirements are substantial and each eligible candidate must have an associate level degree or higher and complete 45 credit hours at an ABA-approved law school or paralegal program. The candidate must then take practice area courses with curriculum developed by an ABA-approved law school. They must then pass a qualifying exam and earn 3,000 hours of experience under the supervision of a licensed attorney. "The experience requirement shall be completed no more than three years before and 40 months after the date of the LLLT practice area examination that the applicant passed." License retention requires annual continuing education credits.

Limited Licensed Legal Technicians may open their own office and set their own fees. Their lower rates may benefit clients caught up in the affordability gap but do not qualify for legal assistance. Because these licensed non-lawyers do not carry the vast debt of new attorneys, their fees are more in scale for their limited scope of representation. As this program is so new, time will tell if the goals set out by Washington State are met when the first graduates set up their own practices. The class of 2014 sat for their qualifying exam and then must complete 3,000 hours of apprenticeship with a licensed attorney before being licensed. There are questions and concerns to work through before declaring this a realistic solution to the justice gap. Will lawyers lose business to these non-lawyer practitioners as theorized by its opponents? Will the scope of practice allowed by the Limited License Legal Technicians be expanded over time? Will there be enough clients who
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can pay even a reduced fee or would these new practitioners also have trouble finding clients who can pay or would there be another paying scheme? Will the state employ Limited License Legal Technicians in administrative agencies to provide additional support and mentoring? Will apprenticeship programs be developed? While it is unclear what the future holds for these Limited License Legal Technicians, it illustrates non-lawyers effectively practicing law and shows the importance of providing personal guidance to the law for self-represented litigants and other members of the public with legal problems.

Self-represented litigants in Utah can now seek help from non-lawyers to navigate the court system.149 These Limited Paralegal Practitioners help the public with tasks outside the courtroom such as “filling out forms, representing clients in mediated negotiations or preparing settlements.”150 As in Washington State’s Limited License Legal Technicians, the Limited Paralegal Practitioners will be trained, licensed and regulated by the Utah Bar Association.151 A full description of the program has been published in the 2015 report by the Utah Supreme Court’s Task Force on Limited Legal Licensing.152 The Utah program aims to relieve the pressure on the court system by allowing cheaper non-lawyers to provide the public with affordable legal assistance in limited subject areas. The report examines other jurisdictions that are offering different limited licensure opportunities for non-lawyers.153 The assistance of non-lawyers has been used in some narrow areas of the law with much success. Some administrative agencies allow non-lawyers to represent clients and get remunerated for their services. Social Security, Immigration and Unemployment and Workers’ Compensation proceedings all allow for non-lawyers to represent clients. They regulate by insisting on “minimum requirements of education, training, and experience; a showing of good moral character; insurance or bonding requirements; disciplinary procedures; and fee limitations.”154
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Non-lawyers can be critical in providing assistance to those who are unrepresented within the immigration adjudication system. One way is to provide immigration assistance services in a location where people feel safe and without a stigma such as public libraries. Public libraries are used by all members of the community and many already offer educational classes. Some urban public libraries are offering programs designed to welcome immigrants and to provide them with services such as English as a second language and citizenship classes. Some public libraries, such as the Hartford Public Library in Connecticut, are "recognized by the U.S. Department of Justice, Board of Immigration Appeals to provide legal advice and representation by accredited staff in matters before United States Citizenship and Immigration Services." 

The Limited License Legal Technicians and Limited Paralegal Practitioners are demonstrating to bar associations that non-lawyers can provide needed advice to clients of limited means. They are breaking the UPL barrier and easing the way for law librarians and court personnel to take a more active role in helping self-represented litigants. Professor Denckla states that:

UPL restrictions appear to be the main barrier blocking the development of affordable legal services options for the public. Thus, UPL laws, rules, and rulings should be eased or undone in order to make way for greater public access to legal services and, hopefully, as a result, greater access to justice for all.

Many in the legal community feel that technology, now ubiquitous in modern lives, is the way to connect with Self-Represented Litigants. In some instances, technology has been a great equalizer and has proven an effective tool in delivering legal information. Technology has its shortcomings and is not yet the panacea to providing access to justice to all citizens.

B. Using Technology to Provide Access to Justice

Technology has been used to great effect in many states to provide legal information, assistance, and to consult with an attorney. States have adopted e-courts, created videos, set up virtual representa-

 tion with Skype,158 developed video games to instruct litigants on court processes and simulate the court experience,159 and have developed a form assembly application.160 There is also a video game to help young children learn how government works.161 While technology can be a boon it can also be a barrier. Technology can be seen as a panacea to provide wide access with limited resources in order to level the playing field between the rich and the poor. However, as libraries have been saying for years, technology, carelessly implemented, can be just as much a barrier as a bridge. Successful broad implementation of technologically based projects must include universal access for those with disabilities, adequate connectivity and speed, affordable and accessible hardware, and effective computer and legal information literacy training.

1. Technology Guidelines

Realizing that technology is not always a bridge, but can be a barrier to justice, some states ensured their technology implementations were successful in providing services to the public and prevented, rather than perpetuated, barriers, disparities, and exclusions to underserved populations.162 Washington State’s Access to Justice Board created the “Access to Justice Technology Principles.”163 This public policy initiative serves as a road map to provide guidance to state government agencies and departments to ensure that technology is implemented with best practices and for the benefit of the people.164 The committee has created guides to help managers and developers use these principles and provided concrete pathways for successful technology roll outs. In 2012, California also adopted guiding principles for leaders and decision makers, and implemented technology projects around issues of fairness and access while “pursuing moderni-
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zation of court practices through technology." Those principles serve as a statement of values to better serve the public in establishing technology initiatives in the courts.

2. Problems with Connectivity

A wealth of information from the mundane to the scholarly is available on the Internet, providing more access than ever to the average citizen. However, Internet access is not something that all members of society have easy access to at home. "There are still about forty-seven million people in the United States who don’t have an Internet connection." Rural Americans are twice as likely as those who live in urban or suburban settings to never use the Internet. Racial and ethnic differences are also evident. "One in five blacks and eighteen percent of Hispanics do not use the Internet, compared with fourteen percent of whites and only five percent of English-speaking Asian-Americans—the racial or ethnic group least likely to be offline." Convenient access to information over the Internet requires a family have the requisite hardware, software and the ability to pay for home installation or to have access to a smartphone and a wireless plan. For many segments of the population, such as the lower class, children, immigrants, and the elderly, public libraries are a free way to access the Internet. Libraries provide anyone in the community with access to a computer and also provide computer training to access e-government, conduct job searches, or reconnect with family and friends. They also offer classes on digital information, literacy, and provide computer advice. Even for those with laptops or mobile devices, the national connectivity infrastructure has been relatively slow to develop into a consistent robust network. In less populated areas of the
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country, wireless networks are not widespread and wireless signals are not robust. Even with a robust Wi-Fi signal, some tasks are difficult to perform on a wireless device. Mobile apps and mobile designed web pages are a boon to this population of smartphone users, and some states have embraced the technology. However, some states lag behind in optimizing web content for mobile devices. A recent study examined how technology affected learning in lower income families with children. In households with annual incomes less than $20,000, most do not have Internet access to a computer, cell phone, or other device that they may otherwise own, although they can get online “at a local library or elsewhere.” Census data from 2014 indicates “that nearly 25 million households . . . have no regular Internet access at all, either at home or elsewhere.” As a result, many seek alternative means of Internet access such as their public library. Broadband and wireless services, as with traditional telephone service, are being recognized as a type of public utility, and programs have been developed to expand affordable access to broadband in underserved areas.

Expanding high speed broadband to all Americans is one of the Obama Administration’s goals. To fulfill this, President Obama and Julian Castro, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Secretary, announced the program ConnectHome to provide affordable broadband access to families living in HUD-assisted housing. “Through ConnectHome, Internet service providers, non-profits and the private sector will offer broadband access, technical training, digital literacy programs and devices for residents in assisted housing units in twenty-eight communities across the nation.” This public-
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private partnership program’s goal is to connect children and to try to reduce the technological gap that restricts many educational providers in low-income areas and denies low-income students the opportunities afforded to more wealthy students.181 Austin, Texas benefits from this program and is a mentor city for all twenty-eight ConnectHome communities.182

New Hampshire ranks twenty-third in the nation with seventy percent of residents’ access to high-speed Broadband.183 “But access to high-speed broadband (> 100 Mbps) in rural New Hampshire is lower than in the state’s urban areas.184 Fewer than half of households in rural New Hampshire have access to high-speed broadband.”185 Barriers to better broadband access in rural areas are high prices due to lack of ISP competition and a lack of user training.186 A public private partnership is aiming to reduce those barriers to Broadband access by offering deep discounts on computer hardware and provide training to customers.187 Internet Essentials is offered in New Hampshire and many markets across the U.S. through Comcast.188 Eligibility for the $9.95 per month program is based on income guidelines for the National School Lunch Program, requires no outstanding debt to Comcast less than a year old and residence in a Comcast Internet Service area.189 Families must not have subscribed to Comcast Internet within the last 90 days.190 Pilot programs are in Colorado and Illinois for college students while the elderly191 are a focus in Boston, Palm Beach
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County, San Francisco County and Seattle. While this charitable program targets underserved populations it overlooks rural families and individuals with past debt or just over the income guidelines. According to the FCC's 2016 Broadband Report, more than thirty-nine percent of Americans living in rural areas and approximately forty-one percent of Americans living on Tribal lands are lacking access to advanced telecommunications capability, as compared to four percent of Americans living in urban areas. "The disparity between advanced telecommunications capabilities available to rural and urban Americans persists." An expansion and upgrade of existing Broadband networks is necessary to ensure widespread access in rural communities to these low-cost Internet programs.

3. Wireless Networks

Smartphone use is growing and being used by more and more low-income populations as their primary way to access the Internet. Smartphones are used to look up a wide variety of daily essential information such as housing, submitting job applications, online banking, health and government information. The 2015 Pew Research Study on US Smartphone Use in 2015 reported that "[forty percent] used their Smartphone to look up government services or information." As a result of these usage patterns, smartphones and tablets are viewed as exclusive tools to improve access to legal materials and narrow the technological, educational and justice gaps. However, there are substantial barriers to using only technological means to improve access to justice. One significant barrier is that wireless speed and access is not as widespread in all areas of the country. Access for low income and rural residents to mobile networks is expensive, unreliable or non-existent. Another barrier is that existing self-help materials, forms and software platforms are not designed for mobile devices. We must consider additional ways of providing access to justice besides techno-
logical to sidestep the existing barriers affecting those populations most in need of legal services.

C. Revitalizing the Small Town Lawyer

A small town practice, though often overlooked for the flash and excitement of the "big city," is often a good location to start a practice for new attorneys, provided there is appropriate support. In a small town general practice, there can be a variety of experiences from criminal law to family law to estate planning. Many small town lawyers are retiring and shuttering their practices, creating an urgent need for lawyers in these communities. Bar Associations are encouraging more attorneys to practice in rural areas. Recruitment efforts include offering incentives such as stipends, clerkships, and summer clerkships for law students and new graduates. New lawyers need mentoring and support, but have another barrier that older rural attorneys do not; law school debt. Law school debt is a huge burden to new graduates and is a significant barrier to starting rural practices. Law schools are also collaborating with bar associations in various states to introduce law students to rural areas with the hope that they will stay. Iowa's Rural Practice Program committee matches law students—mostly from the University of Iowa, Drake University in Des Moines and Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska—with rural lawyers who are looking for summer clerks or new associates. "If
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it is a good match, the established lawyer may be able to offer a higher starting salary to account for the fact that the student already knows the office."209 Nebraska Law students and lawyers with fewer than two full years of practice can apply for the Rural Practice Initiative's bus tours sponsored by the Nebraska State Bar Association; this program brings young lawyers to two small town each year to meet local attorneys, tour the area and then do "speed dating type interviews" for summer clerkships.210 While there are loan forgiveness programs for new lawyers working for qualified non-profit organizations,211 there is not a national loan forgiveness program for young lawyers opening a for-profit practice in under-served rural areas. Debt forgiveness for law students should be expanded to bolster these rural attorney recruitment programs as the medical profession provides effective debt relief for doctors practicing in underserved areas.212 To combat the high debt load of law students, the legal community could also expand some of their economic incentive programs and revise them to be more attractive to new lawyers practicing in rural areas. There are already some private programs through law schools that help reduce the debt burden for those working in the public interest.213 There is also the federal statute, College Cost Reduction and Access Act (CCRAA) to incentivize law students to make a career of serving the public interest.214 Since becoming law in September 2007, CCRAA allows many law school graduates, who plan to maintain a career serving the public, pay a reduced monthly amount on federal loans.215 If the student makes public service a career and has made 120 months of on-time payments, their loans may be forgiven, tax-free. There is no comparable program for those who choose to serve a community as a small town lawyer working in a small, for-profit, practice.216 A small town practice can provide a rich life but very often without a rich salary.
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Rural areas are home to diverse economic populations, with well-to-do land owners, middle-class workers, and those who are living at or near poverty. Each person often has a commonplace legal need, but often must travel long distances to the closest attorney. For those with a comfortable income, this may not be a barrier, but for those who are of modest means, travel prevents access to legal services. "Nearly 20 percent of Americans live in rural areas, but . . . just 2 percent of small law practices are in those areas." While we would like to support efforts to place attorneys in rural areas on a permanent basis, that will take time and may not work for every rural area. It will also take time for the local community to learn about these multidisciplinary outreach services, and it will take time for the service providers to acclimate to the area and community. Mobile outreach can help meet the needs of under-served people in all geographic locations from rural backroads to inner city streets.

D. Providing Legal Services to the Community as a Community

Law librarians for decades have been a vital resource for those interested in learning about the law, trying to understand how the law works, and for those who are working within the legal system. Public law librarians provide an essential service to the public by developing collections that ensure people can access the law and instructing in their use. Law librarians train citizens on how to find the law and on how the law is structured. They develop helpful guides and materials to aid the researcher. They answer all manner of questions from the most basic task of finding a case by citation to the more complex task of researching the legislative history of a state statute. As more citizens are eschewing the services of a lawyer, the law librarians are trying to fill the gap. Because many law libraries are only in one location, librarians are trying to expand their reach by educating public librarians on the services of law libraries and providing basic training in how to find legal information. Partnerships between law librarians and public librarians are starting to gain traction in many communities and regions to provide public librarians with authoritative tools and knowledge and support to assist with legal questions.218
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Public librarians know and are trusted by their communities. They have developed relationships with community groups and already are skilled at outreach to rural areas and providing services to the disabled and homebound. While law librarians and public librarians often move in separate circles, a stronger link between law librarians and public librarians is currently being forged. Law librarians are running workshops for public librarians. There are local and regional efforts to put both primary and secondary legal resources in the collections of public libraries.\textsuperscript{219} New Hampshire House Bill 1488 was passed in 2008 to “establish a committee to study the feasibility of establishing pro se law libraries” around the state. The goal was to form a network of twenty public libraries statewide to provide access to reliable and accurate legal resources for their community and their larger geographical area. Law librarians would train the staffs of these anchor libraries in the use of legal resources and helping to provide legal materials in print and/or electronic format. While this Bill passed and the study was completed, a formal network was not established. Informal public library networks are being established in New Hampshire and across New England. Law librarians are offering workshops to teach public librarians about legal reference and how to avoid the unauthorized practice of law.\textsuperscript{220} Public access to legal information has been a primary goal for many state funded law libraries and is an important part of the law librarian’s mindset. Massachusetts’ Trial Court Law Libraries have for many years had a wonderful website where the librarians create legal research guides on all subjects. These guides are entitled “Massachusetts Law About” and provide both an introduction to various legal topics as well as great research starting points to start investigating various legal issues.\textsuperscript{221} The librarians at

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{219} The N.H State Law Librarian, Mary Searles, donates sets of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated (RSA) to public libraries throughout the state. Telephone Interview with Mary Searles, Director, N.H. Law Library, (Feb. 10, 2016). In 2014, the LLNE’s Serv. Comm. created “Outreach to Public Libraries” a legal book drive to benefit public libraries throughout New England. They have developed a wish list of reference-type law books to assemble complete mini-collections of these legal books and donate one collection to a public library in each of the New England states that do not regularly have such material as part of their collection. Michelle Pearse, \textit{Update on Book Drive (LLNE Serv. Comm.)}, Law Libr. of New England (July 9, 2014), http://llne.org/update-on-book-drive-llne-service-committee/; The AALL, Special Comm. on Access to Justice report, “Law Libraries and Access to Justice,” provides core legal materials for public libraries. \textit{See Association of Law Libraries, supra} note 218, at 48.

  \item \textsuperscript{220} Association of Law Libraries, \textit{supra} note 218, at 11 (discussing training of public librarians on legal sources).

\end{itemize}
the State of Connecticut Judicial Branch's Law Library Services produce and publish web accessible practical legal research guides.\textsuperscript{222} New Hampshire also provides a similar web resource focused on educating and supporting public librarians to be a valuable first stop for their patrons with legal problems.\textsuperscript{223} In addition, Mary Searles, the New Hampshire law librarian, and Kathy Fletcher, an academic law librarian, travel to local public library groups giving practical legal reference workshops.\textsuperscript{224}

Vermont has another approach to provide legal information to its citizens. The Vermont State Law Library was closed due to budget cuts in early 2015.\textsuperscript{225} Vermont Law School, a private institution, has assumed a limited role of the public law library and is providing services and reference help through Community Legal Information Corner (CLIC), which provides telephone, email and in person reference services and print and electronic legal collections.\textsuperscript{226} Vermont Law School has hired an Access to Justice Librarian to staff CLIC and provide outreach to the community to increase services to the public in a rural state.

These programs are effective, but we also need a program that interweaves personal outreach, instructional skills, and expert advice by forming a collaborative team of experts, lawyers, and non-lawyers to advise and educate the public living in inner cities and on country roads. While technology can be an asset to this initiative, it is not the focus. A major goal is to form relationships and rebuild trust in lawyers by working within existing physical infrastructure and capitalizing on existing human resources to assist the underserved.

1. A Team Practice Approach

Those who need legal assistance also need other types of community services. Best practices in providing services and education can be learned by examining existing medico-legal partnerships that in-


\textsuperscript{225} Anne Galloway, State Phases Out Law Library, VTDigger (June 16, 2015, 4:28 AM), http://vtdigger.org/2015/06/16/state-phases-out-law-library/.

clude team members from other professions and allied health professionals.\textsuperscript{227} Medico-legal partnerships are not a new invention, and have been in existence since the 1990s.\textsuperscript{228} Thirty-nine states can claim at least one medico-legal partnership and “48 federally-funded civil legal aid agencies that have formally partnered with healthcare institutions.”\textsuperscript{229} Medico-legal partnerships work well because they treat the whole client who is in crisis and is seeking help.\textsuperscript{230} “No single profession, including medicine and law, has the answer to these dilemmas.”\textsuperscript{231} Social workers have been very effective as partners in these collaborations. Other professionals, such as librarians, should also be included to provide a holistic approach. Very often if there is a legal issue that has bubbled up to the surface, there is another series of problems, such as food insecurity, unemployment, domestic violence, untreated medical issues, child custody, labor and employment problems, and illiteracy or lack of education to name a few.\textsuperscript{232}

“Legal, social, and health issues are all intersecting forces, that when collectively addressed and implemented in the form of narrowly-tailored policy, will ultimately create a holistic sense of justice for both individuals and communities.”\textsuperscript{233} A collaborative practice staffed by a team of multidisciplinary professionals is an effective way to create such a holistic approach. While there are multiple ethical issues\textsuperscript{234} to

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{231} Colvin et al., supra note 228, at 3 (citing V. Puulani Enos & Lois H. Kanter, Problem Solving in Clinical Education: Who’s Listening? Introducing Students to Client-Centered, Client-Empowering, and Multidisciplinary Problem-Solving in a Clinical Setting, 9 CLINICAL L. REV. 83 (2002), and Annie G. Steinberg et al., Child-Centered, Vertically Structured, and Interdisciplinary: An Integrative Approach to Children’s Policy, Practice, and Research, 40 FAM. CT. REV. 116 (2002)).


\textsuperscript{234} MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r 5.4, r.1.6, r.1.7, r.1.8(a) (AM. BAR ASS’N 1983); Status of Multidisciplinary Practice Studies by State, AM. BAR ASS’N, http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/commission_multidisciplinary_practice/mdp_
be considered before forming a multidisciplinary practice, it is not impossible.235 "Although the multidisciplinary team approach to problem-solving shows great promise for application in a wide variety of human problems, including those faced by children at risk of abuse and neglect," assistance with business transaction clients have "garnered the lion's share of the interest surrounding MDPs within the legal profession."236 While much of the concern over multidisciplinary partnerships stemmed from accounting firms offering tax practice, there are additional concerns that non-lawyers would hinder an attorney's practice of law and professional ethics.237 "Notwithstanding the ABA's reluctance to alter the Model Rules, the multidisciplinary practice movement remains strong, and lawyers continue to explore means through which they can engage in Multidisciplinary Practices without violating their ethical duties."238

To help bridge the justice gap, "[t]hese constraints on non-lawyer financing of legal services should be reconsidered."239 Social justice collaboratives have been successful in working with a team of professionals to solve their clients' legal, health, and social issues while maintaining their ethical obligations.240 Social justice collaboratives can vary in the subject matter that they cover and in their service models.241 The "relationship to the client and among collaborators ranges from short-term service provision to a deeply integrated relationship."242 "These relationships are characterized by frequent, ongoing interaction, commitment to the relationship and trust."243 I will explore such a social justice collaborative organization that would take this type of collaborative legal services and introduce a mobile out-
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reach model\textsuperscript{244} with aspects of preventive law\textsuperscript{245} and holistic\textsuperscript{246} lawyering.

2. Preventive Lawyering to Self-Represented Litigants and Underserved Populations

Often the most effective prescriptions to improve justice is to provide legal consultations to clients at the early stages of a dispute; to travel upstream and discover the root of the problem.\textsuperscript{247} Lawyers not only represent people in court but help them in every day decision making; should they sign a contract, purchase a used car, talk to their landlord about repairs, etc.\textsuperscript{248} These types of legal transactions are not usually handled by legal services.\textsuperscript{249} “Traditional notions of access to justice entertained by the majority in the profession narrowly embrace only helping the poor to have a voice in court.”\textsuperscript{250}

Good advice during this early stage can help someone rethink a transaction, make a better decision, diffuse a charged situation, or pro-

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{244} See Beyond ‘Unbundling’ - Alternatives in Legal Services, N.H. BAR NEWS (Apr. 8, 2005), https://www.nhbar.org/publications/archives/display-news-issue.asp?id=2262 [hereinafter Beyond Unbundling] “Outreach models - [bring] legal services to the places where middle class clients [are], rather than requiring the potential clients to come to [a] firm’s office.” Id.

\textsuperscript{245} See Welcome to the NCPL, NAT’L CTR. FOR PREVENTIVE L., http://www.preventivelawyer.org (last visited Sept. 29, 2016) (providing risk management, legal audits and legal check-ups for individuals).

\textsuperscript{246} See Id. “Holistic lawyering is analogous to holistic medicine . . . a holistic lawyer addresses the whole person and not just a client’s particular legal issue.” Id. See also Robin G. Steinberg, Beyond Lawyering: How Holistic Representation Makes for Good Policy, Better Lawyers, and More Satisfied Clients, 30 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 625, 629 (2006). Although this examines public defenders representing criminal clients, the idea can be expanded to include civil legal clients. Those in legal need should be viewed as a person rather than as a case and the whole person should be treated; Int’l Alliance of Holistic Lawyers (IAHL), The International Alliance of Holistic Lawyers Resolution (May 15, 2011), www.iahl.org (this organization was dissolved in 2011); Resources, MINDFUL LAWYERS ASS’N, http://www.holisticlawyers.org/resources/ (last visited Sept. 29, 2016); Beyond ‘Unbundling’, supra note 244.

\textsuperscript{247} Steven H. Hobbs, Shout from Taller Rooftops: A Response to Deborah L. Rhode’s Access to Justice, 73 FORDHAM L. REV. 935, 950 (2004). Hobbs uses an analogy of two people rescuing babies floating down a river. While one person continues to rescue the babies the other person heads upstream to investigate why the babies are being sent down stream. “Similarly, we need to walk upriver and discover why so many of our fellow citizens are floating in rivers of injustice because there are too few lawyers to rescue them or to keep them out of the river in the first place.” Id. at 951.

\textsuperscript{248} Id. at 939-40.

\textsuperscript{249} Id.

\end{footnotes}
vide an alternative method to resolve the conflict. Louis M. Brown developed a different way of looking at legal problems in the 1940's which eschews looking at clients as "rights holders" and encourages looking at them as people. Preventive lawyering urges the lawyer to look beyond the problem presented to consider their client's life and circumstances. Thomas D. Barton, in the book *Preventive Law and Problem Solving: Lawyering for the Future* outlines the following elements as the foundation of thought for preventive lawyering to understand the root causes of problems that generate needs:

> [R]egardless of how effectively the immediate symptoms of a problem are addressed, attempts to uncover the broader contexts or connections in which needs arise; and lawyers should work proactively toward legal or non-legal interventions that disrupt pathological tendencies, or that strengthen resiliency, within the systems in which the client operates . . .

Considering these elements, attorneys can uncover a current legal problem and prevent it from repeating. Barton refers to Brown's analogy of a "legal checkup" which can help develop a legal wellness plan for both individuals and businesses. Using this type of legal audit technique, central to preventive law, we have a tool to help the client both as an individual and as part of his/her community. Preventative law concepts have recently been recommended for access to justice projects by New York's Permanent Commission on Access to Justice.

---


252. *Id.* at 44. See Louis M. Brown, *Lawyering Through Life: The Origin of Preventative Law* 1 (1986). "I first used the term (preventive law) in the late 1940s, after observing that many of my clients could have avoided their legal difficulties. Because of ignorance or lack of proper professional guidance, they didn't take advantage of their legal rights or benefits. I decided that the legal profession needed an entirely new area of specialization. Hence, preventive law." *Id.*


254. *Id.*

255. *Id.* at 346 ("[T]o neglect the antecedents of those symptoms risks a recurrence of the problem in identical or disguised forms; . . . [I]deally, the interventions will not only preempt problems, but also contribute positively toward achieving the client's goals.").

256. Lisa M. Horvath, *The Legal Checkup for the Elderly: Diagnosing and Preventing Common Legal Illnesses*, 2 T.M. Cooley J. Prac. & Clinical L. 41, 43 (1998) (discussing the "Legal Checkup for the Elderly" developed by The National Center for Preventive Law which assists senior citizens uncover hidden legal problems and addresses them by "[d]iagnosing problems before the point of desperation preserves the greatest number of options and provides flexibility to address them.").

257. *Barton, supra* note 253, at 346.
Justice.\textsuperscript{258} One of the Commission’s recommendations for 2016 is to “focus on preventive legal assistance that can avert or reduce the need for litigation.”\textsuperscript{259} Preventive legal assistance has not only been supported by the ABA, but has been tested in a Medico-Legal Partnerships Project that develops medical-legal partnerships involving the private bar through pro bono.\textsuperscript{260}

“Since 1993, medical-legal partnerships have sprouted up in over 80 sites (serving more than 160 hospitals and health centers) around the United States and Canada, with a presence in 37 states.”\textsuperscript{261} The National Center for Medical-Legal Partnerships (The Center) has generated a vibrant array of medical-legal partnership models, featuring a variety of clinical and legal partners: urban academic hospitals and rural Federally Qualified Health Centers, legal aid offices, law schools, and private law firms.\textsuperscript{262} The Center provides substantial technical assistance to those emerging sites and cultivates the development of nationwide best practices through working groups, conferences, and a national research agenda.\textsuperscript{263} Partnerships have adapted The Center’s pediatric practice model to serve vulnerable adult populations in family medicine, internal medicine, oncology, and geriatrics.\textsuperscript{264}

The idiom, an ounce of prevention is better than a pound of cure, is the thought behind many health care wellness programs to reduce health care spending.\textsuperscript{265} Using preventive legal techniques to treat the root of a legal problem would be best for the client, reduce the

\footnotesize{

\textsuperscript{259} Id. at 23 “[T]he Permanent Commission continues to find that well-trained and seasoned experts are necessary to address the complex legal problems that low-income clients frequently face and continues to recommend that prevention and early intervention efforts take first priority.” Id.

\textsuperscript{260} See Medical-Legal Partnerships Pro Bono Project, AM. BAR ASS’N, http://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/projects_awards/medical_legal_partnerships_pro_bono_project.html (last visited Sept. 29, 2016) (a joint project of the ABA Standing Committee on Pro Bono and Public Service, the Health Law Section, the AIDS Coordinating Committee, and the ABA Center on Children and the Law, funded by the ABA Enterprise Fund).

\textsuperscript{261} Barton, supra note 253, at 346.

\textsuperscript{262} Id.

\textsuperscript{263} Id.

\textsuperscript{264} Id. at 358.
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wear and tear on the court system, and reduce the numbers of self-represented litigants.266

3. Outreach in Action

The lawyer can "be a part of a more complex, more helpful system that could avert problems from arising, and that could help client better achieve their personal, business or organizational goals." Legal problems should be viewed within the context of the client's life. The collaborative team, as described above, would be a way to not only recognize other problems causing or contributing to these legal issues, but would also help address those problems immediately, without waiting for additional appointments or relying on the individual to reach out and travel to the medical practitioner or social worker. Lack of transportation, especially outside of inner city areas, is a major barrier for clients who wish to seek and receive care. Providing a "one stop" mobile shop could help ease these barriers.

Lawyers alone cannot provide long-term, sustainable solutions to the systemic problems in our nation's communities. They must work effectively with others in order to help individuals and bring about systematic change. To do this, they need to not only collaborate with others, but they need to see individual clients and their communities through a holistic lens; a person with a legal problem should be looked at as a whole person. Where legal problems exist, often other social issues need to be addressed, such as housing or food instability, unemployment or underemployment, health challenges, etc. Solving an individual's legal problem may require addressing community needs and librarians, as information experts, can be part of providing change in the community.

E. Going Mobile—Look to the Libraries

Effective access to justice cannot be solved by one program, but must be provided through a variety of methods. The solutions to our access to justice problem cannot be neat and fit in a box. Access to justice affects every segment of our diverse population, and there needs to be many different approaches, including increasing funding for legal services, providing legal clinic opportunities for law students, creating


technological solutions such as e-court or self-service forms, and providing pro bono services.

However, there are a large number of people for whom these resources are not effective, available, or efficient. I propose another model to add to the pantheon of ways to provide quality legal services to those who need them that combines the “just in time” model (treating those who are already embroiled in the justice system, i.e. currently in or facing litigation) with a preventive component or legal wellness program. This model is based on a holistic and collaborative approach that attempts to provide services within a community that include educational, preventative, and “just in time” legal aid. It is a mobile, multi-practice clinic offering legal aid, educational legal outreach, medical, and social services within a community and within a place of trust. This proposal is based upon the ideas of collaboration, proactive outreach, and holistic treatment that borrows from the concept of a bookmobile or mobile medical clinic.

A bookmobile is a mobile library that travels through its community providing books, access to the Internet, and other services. Bookmobiles have been used in the United States since the early years of the 20th century and continue operating today. In 2012, “six percent of public libraries had one or more bookmobile outlets, with a total of 683 bookmobiles delivering library services in the U.S.” Bookmobiles are an important part of providing library services to a wide range of communities in the United States and around the world. Bookmobiles have served rural, urban, suburban, and tribal areas, providing entertainment, information, and life-long learning to all classes and communities. Through mobile services, librarians provide books, DVDs, Internet access, video games, and e-readers. They also offer story-times for children, job searching and resume help, and English-language classes to those not able to physically access a library building.

---
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This mobile outreach is also used in other legal projects providing services to underserved populations. One such project involved community outreach to educate and sign people up for the Affordable Care Act in rural areas in 2014. The Federal Office of Rural Health Policy developed a road map of best practices and lessons learned in providing effective outreach in the community. Many of these obstacles mirror those that would face a mobile legal clinic traveling to rural areas throughout the United States and the best practices developed would help foresee and avoid some common hurdles.

An effective outreach service needs to be able to reach the people close to their homes, see and understand their community, and become a known entity, in order to create an ongoing relationship with their community. I propose creating a mobile outreach bus, known as the “Access to Justice Bus,” to improve access to legal information and advice, as well as other social services, to underserved communities. The Access to Justice Bus should be self-contained and able to set up shop in any location. This bus would serve as an environmentally friendly “base camp” that would be frugal to operate, but distinctive and welcoming. A diverse team of professionals can use the bus to “ride circuit,” or follow a planned route to provide societal outreach,
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279. Id. at 7.

including legal services and information, to underserved communities. It would be essential for the team to involve several types of agencies or organizations. Some of these agencies or organizations might include state/academic law libraries, legal services organizations, community action programs, retired or pro bono attorneys, medical clinics, nursing programs, social work organizations, and training programs. This mobile outreach bus could also serve as a teaching clinic for all manner of students as well as new professionals and apprentices. The most efficient and economical way to implement this program would be to seek out community organizations that already perform mobile outreach programs in order to take advantage of their experience in workflows, staffing, and facilities.

The professionals on the bus would consist of a lawyer, librarian, social worker, translator, nurse, and other types of professionals needed for the community or circumstance. The team members would follow a bus route with scheduled stops and meet with clients or they would do community outreach visits that would include educational programs, initial legal intake interviews, assistance with forms, or meet for more intensive sessions over several visits. To reach the greatest amount of people and to be a true community resource, it would be important for this mobile office to be on a regular schedule where they could be counted on to arrive timely and to provide reliable services. In many rural communities, the process of establishing your reputation in a close-knit community can be challenging. In order to combat this problem, the legal outreach team could partner with local organizations such as the public library. Members of the team could meet with potential clients in the bus itself for private meetings. Otherwise, they could park the bus at a public library, community center, church, or other community-centered building “where they work, play, and pray.” They could take advantage of the host organizations’ facilities, electricity, parking, bathrooms, Wi-Fi, or Internet hot spot.

The bus’s resident attorney should be a supervising attorney, licensed in that state and of good standing. The licensed attorney should be a general practitioner or experienced in many areas of law and have previously worked as a supervising attorney. This attorney, if supervising law students as a clinic experience, must be a faculty

281. Laird, supra note 206.
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283. MICHAEL YORK, N.H. ST. LIBR., LIBRARY SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGY ACT: FIVE-YEAR PLAN FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE LIBRARY 8 (2013) “There remain libraries in the North Country that still do not provide Internet access to the public. New Hampshire ranks 49th in the country for Internet usages per 5,000 capita.” Id.
member or clinical instructor at an ABA accredited law school and the clinical experience must comply with ABA Standard 304. The clinical attorney might partner with a pro bono organization to provide experts as needed. Alternatively, pro bono attorneys could join the bus’s staff to gain more experience and expand their area of legal practice. Additionally, the retired attorneys could join the bus to mentor younger attorneys. Another idea would be that the bus could provide an opportunity for those attorneys who are indigent or underemployed as a way to gain legal experience in a supervised setting. The bus could serve as a training ground for newer attorneys who are interested in either taking over a law practice and feel they need additional experience and support before they do so or are interested in trying out the rural practice. It could also serve as a mobile teaching tool where students of law, medicine, social work, etc. could gain experience in their related fields while being closely supervised by licensed, experienced professionals.

The lawyers would provide general assistance to individuals with questions and would help with more specific transactional needs, such as writing contracts or wills. They could meet with clients and have repeated visits scheduled to represent clients at hearings and in court and would be available to help with risk assessment, business form preparation, tax help, and more for small businesses. They might provide subject-specific workshops that would be relevant to the community, such as relating to foreclosure, business incorporation, and estate planning basics or other “hot topics.”

The team would include a law librarian for research support who would connect with the public librarians on reference and collection development wherever possible. The librarian would also conduct educational workshops on legal research and provide information on privacy and other topics. Having law librarians working with public librarians would solidify the bus’s mission with the community.

Legal counseling provided by the bus would solve an immediate legal problem, but would also serve as preventive advice to help the client avoid court. This model could benefit many populations, including those below or near the poverty line, the middle class, and other under-served populations in a variety of locales throughout the state. Bus lawyers could serve as interim legal providers while a community is in transition or without a lawyer. Retired lawyers on the bus could also provide a mentoring opportunity for newly licensed lawyers or

those providing pro bono services in an area of law that they would not
normally practice. Massachusetts, and other states have created statu-
tory incentives to encourage retired volunteers of all professions.285

1. The Route

Public, inner city bus routes operate on a consistent schedule to
get riders from home to work and back again. The Access to Justice
Bus route would be adjustable so that it would be able travel to wher-
ever it is most needed. While a regular route should be maintained,
additional service could be expanded or contracted based on real time
needs. The bus route could visit the same core locations, but also in-
clude other under-served areas including suburban and inner city
neighborhoods as needed.

Event and meeting space could be provided by public libraries
and community centers within a state. Additional stops may include
health centers, nursing homes, and special service to individuals who
are home bound. Public librarians would provide local logistical infor-
mation, such as the availability of broadband service to access
electronic materials, the need for Continuing Legal Education publica-
tions, or practice guides to bolster the various guides created by legal
services groups. Public librarians could also request additional pam-
phlets or how-to guides authored by area attorneys to restock their
supplies. Law librarians would work with public librarians along the
bus route to develop legal, health, or other specialty collections and
serve as resources for the team and the public. The law librarians
would also be a resource for individuals and other public libraries that
are not located on or near the regular bus route.

2. Funding

Because of the variety of restrictions on programs funded in
whole or in part by the Legal Services Corporation,286 I suggest looking
for other, more flexible funding from non-legal sources such as health
care, public health or human rights organizations interested in work-
ing with a legal collaborator. These cross-sector or interdisciplinary
partnerships can provide multiple types of support to vulnerable popu-

285. MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 59, § 5K (2016) Any Massachusetts town may establish a
program to allow persons over the age of sixty to volunteer to provide services to such city or
town, and in exchange the town shall reduce the real property tax no more than $1,000. Id.
286. MD. ACCESS TO JUSTICE COMMISSION, supra note 87.
The initial funding could come from startup grants and perhaps be sustained later by sponsorships or other non-legal advertising rather than from limited federal government legal services funding. In some states, government funding, as part of legal services, may also be an option. The bus program is meant to be an additive program, not a substitute for more traditional legal services, and therefore not funded from the same grantors. The benefit of seeking non-governmental funding ensures that the bus is not restrained from serving all areas of legal need, regardless of federal financial caps or case restrictions.

**CONCLUSION**

Gloria, our grandmother who wanted to seek permanent custody of her grandchildren, needs not only legal assistance to gain custody of her grandchildren, but also needs help planning for retirement, getting the twins tested and treated for any learning delay, and medical care to determine the cause for the sleeping difficulty. She is unable to travel to seek services on an ongoing basis. Gloria needs a lawyer and other professionals that can understand her situation and can provide her with immediate as well as long-term assistance by using the resources in her community. The multidisciplinary team on the Access to Justice Bus would be able to assist her with her legal problems, provide legal advice, and treat her family's other medical problems as well.

The definition of Access to Justice must expand to reach beyond the walls of the courthouse into the community for there to be a real benefit to the public at large. While traditional legal aid is crucial for providing civil legal advocacy, alternative ideas should be added to provide not only "just in time" services, but also preventive legal services and educational programs. In reviewing different states' models, I believe that a collaborative approach involving a diverse team of

---

287. Sandman, supra note 229.
290. Funding for the Access to Justice bus cannot be absorbed by state budgets without depleting much needed dollars from existing legal aid programs. The bus is not meant to replace traditional legal aid but would be a supplemental program that could be a state or regional collaboration among legal services, law schools and medical providers.
professionals providing systematic outreach in the communities can provide effective access to justice to the individual and to the whole community, whether rural or in the inner city. Law librarians are essential team members whose talents can network and link the members of the Access to Justice Bus to the community.